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SUMMARY ,_ ' ':
Wind tunnel tests of the sixth scale model of the Sikorsky/NASA/ 5
Army Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA) were conducted in the United _
Aircraft Research Laboratories (UARL) large subsonic wind tunnel during _ _;!
the periods of May 22 through June 29, 197k, and August 12 through ,_
0ctober k, 1974. The objectives of these tests were to determine, in I
_o_w_rd flight, aerodynamic ,:haracteristics and fuselage _urface pressure -._
distributions in both the helicopter and full compound conflgurations.
"" Particular attention was given to wing inboard fairing configuration,
powered TF-34 cant and incidence angles, TF-3h support fairing shape, ',,
and empennage configuration. Neither a main nor a tail rotor was tested. :.
_A
This report documents test results and is supplemented by UARL _ _
Report N-432377-I, Reference I, and UARL Report N-432409-!, Reference 2. _ ;
These wind tunnel tests resulted in an RSRA configuration that _"
differed from the March 197_ design primaaoily in the areas of the wing- ._
fuselage Junction and the empennage. Wing fuselage seals were incorporate_ ;_
at the Junction with the side of the fuselage and aft of the wing center
box. Numerous tail iterations resulted in a compound empennage configu- "
_ ration with the vertical tail extended to waterline 360, a rectangular :,
....# planform, 98.1 square foot, lower horizontal tail, and a 17.2 square foot ,)
upper horizontal tail. _e helicopter configuration used the same vertical ._
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o
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INTRODUCTION
i The sixth scale model of the Sikorsky/NASA_rmy RSRA was tested in the
! 18-foot section of the United Aircraft Research Laboratories (UARL) Large
Subsonic Wind Tu_u_el for the purpose of obtaining basic data for the RSRA
program in the area.-,of performance, stability, and body surface loads.
These data are required to substantiate and update current analytical
estimates. This report is the final report documenting the data and test
procedures of Phases I and II of the RSRA wind tunnel testing.
The model was mounted in the tunnel on the struts arranged in tandem.
Basic testing was limited to forward flight with angles of yaw from -20 to
+20 degrees and angles of attack from -20 to +25 degrees. Tunnel test
speeds were varied up to 172 knots (q = 96 psf). Interference data were
derived from the tenth scal_ Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
(UTTAS) wind tunnel testing, Reference 3, and Sikorsky S-67 data,
Reference _. Test data was monitored through a high speed static data
acquisition system (STADAS), linked to a PDP-6 computer. Fnis system
provided immediate records of angle of attack, angle of yaw, six component
force and moment data, and static and total presssure information. The
test parameters were stored on magnetic tape for off-line processing.
The wind tunnel model was constructed of aluminum structural members
with aluminum, fiberglass, and wood skins. Included in the test program
were tip driven fans to simulate airflow through the RSRA's TF-34 thrust
engines.
This report includes tabulated force and moment data, flow visulation
photographs, tabulated surface pressure data for the basic helicopter and
compound configurations, and limited discussions of the results of the test.
"In addition to the authors the following personnel were major
contributors to the wind tunnel test program:
R. Blauch - Test Operations
B. Goldiez - Test Operations and Report Preparation
D. Clark and R. Moffitt - Hot Wire Anemometer Operation
J. Rorke, R. Monteleone, N. Heslin - Test Supervision
F, Moore, R. 8atte_hwaite, J. Hassel - NASA/Army Representation
l
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,i DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACILITY
I Large Subsonic Wind Tunnel
t The Large Subsonic Wind Tunnel is a single-return, closed-throat
_ facility with interchangeable 18 and 8-foot octagonal test sections. The
tunnel is adaptable to testing models and components of airplanes and
helicopters, full-scale and model missiles, propellers and helicopter
:. rotors, powerplant installations engine inlets and exhaust nozzles, and
air induction systems. Maximum tunnel velocities are approximately 200
_"" mph for the 18 foot test section. Tuzmel stagnation pressttre equals
;_.- atmospheric pressure, and the stagnation temperature of the airstream can
o o
: be held constant in the 60 to 150 F range by means of air exchanger
valves. Vacuum and 40, 100, and h00-psig air supplies are available to
use in inlet and nozzle testing. Electric power may be supplied to the
test model by motor generator sets which develop a maximum of 750 hp at
frequencies up to 400 Hz. Balance, support, and control mechanisms permit
a wide range of test installations. Model installation, access to the
model, and visual observation of the test from the control room are
: facilitated by the design of the test sections. The installed model is
shown in Figures 1 and 2 and the test facility is shown in Figure 4.
For this test the tunnel was configured to permit a tandem two strut
mounting system consisting of a main forward strut and an aft pitch strut. _
Both struts were surrounded by self-aligning airfoil shaped fairings
(see Figure 1). Separation between strut centers was 70 inches in Phase I
and 57 inches in Phase II. The angle of attack range was -20 to +25
degrees and the angle of yaw range was -20 to + 20 degrees.
Tail alone testing was made possible by attaching a structural
forebody to the aircraft empemlage components. Strut arrangement is
shown in Figure 5. Strut separation was 38.875 inches and permitted an
angle of attack range of -30 to + 30 degrees with an angle of yaw range
from -30 to +30 degrees.
Computer Facilities
A high speed static data acquisition system (STADAS), located in
the Large Subsonic Wind Tunnel control room, recorded six component force
and moment balance data and static and total pressure data. This data
system is linked to a PDP-6 computer located in the UARL computation
laboratory and provides immediate on-line data monitoring capability.
In addition, data were recorded on magnetic tape' to provide a permanent
test record, and for off-line computer processing on the UNIVAC lll0
computer.
1976013031-032
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x DESCRIPTION OF WIND TUNNEL MODEL
%.
:'_ / Aerodynamic Model
The sixth scale wind tunnel model was designed by Sikorsky Aircraft
and fabricated frc_ aluminum, fiberglass, steel, and wood materials.
Design restrictions for the model were dictated by the air loads
_: expected at wind tunnel speeds of 175 knots in forward flight and by
the safety factors required by the test facility. The model weight is
"_" 749 pounds (configuration FPBW_TB_ Physical dimensions of the RSRA
._" aircraft are shown in Figure 3._ Basic model configurations are shown
_ in Figures 6 through i0.,j
L
_ The cockpit section was constructed of molded fiberglass contoured to
,, form the outer forward surface of the model. The interior was hollow
:_. to permit installation of static pressure taps and the powered nacelle
_ air supply plenum chamber and control system. The cockpit sectionJ
was bolted to the forward bulkhead of the cabin section. The cabin,
transition, and tailcone sections contained the main aluminum structural
_. members of the body including nacelle and wing attachment points. Three
_ sets of al_ninum cabin skins were fabricated for the various wing on/off
, _ _ and nacelle on/off configurations. The transition and tail_one skins
" were fiberglass. The main rotor pylon, which includes the T58-GE-5
engines was also fiberglass.
Two sets of TF-34 engine nacelles were used for this test. The first
was of solid wood with inlet and exhaust fairings to simulate airflow
., around the nacelle. The second set of nac,lies were tip driven 8 inch
t fan units supplied by NASA and manufactured by Tech Development, Inc.,
Dayton, Ohio. These were driven by 400 psig air, brought into the model
through the forward strut. These nacelles are 4.8 scale or 25% oversize
for the sixth scale model. Powered nacelle configurations are shown
in _"._ure7.
The RSRA model wing incorporates variable incidence, and includes
a slotted flap and ailerons. The incidence and deflection angle ranges
are shown below. All surfaces were manufactured fr_n solid aluminum
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, The baseline empennage consisted of a vertical tail with a movable :_"
rudder, a variable incidence horizontal tail with movable elevators, and ._.
_- a speed brake. Control ranges are shown below. E_pennage configurations :::.
' are shown in Figures 9 and i0, with dimensional data presented in Table I. _.
j: Tables II and III provide cross reference indeces to aid in identifying •
the components for each tail number.
Airfoil Incidence Control Deflection
, Section deg deg i-
,/ Wing 632_15 -9 to +15 0 to +40, Flaps
_',? -20 to +20, Ailerons
_-' !
_- Vertical Tail 0015 0 to k.5 -25 to +25
_. Baseline Horizontal Tail 631.A212 -9 to +9 -25 to +25 ;-
Speed Brakes - - 0 to +55 :
_ Additional components built for the RSRA model, shown in Figure 6 ;
and defined in the llst'of s_mbols are: i
• Rotor Heads (B & BT_, ) - A main rotor head and a tail rotor head
:'- were de-_--_e_ _ simulate rotor head wakes. Rotor downwash was not _
simulated during ;his test. _
_t_ Landing Gear and Oleo Struts (L) - The extended maJn landing gear
and its structural members. The tail gear was not tested because of its I
i proximity to the pitch strut attachment point of the model. i
The following table presents basic model dimensions, supplementing
I the data shown in Figure 3.
•, LENGTH
Fuselage 120.3 in. -
_' Overall (nose to aft point on stabilizer) ikl.2 in.
WIDTH
Cabin Section 13.33 in.
Overall (Horizontal stabilizer span) 50.00 in.
HEIGHT
,: Cabin Section 15.1 in.
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: MODEL Rk_40LVING CENTER :
-_ Fuselage Station (A/C dimension) 309 in.
_ Waterline (A/C dimension) 223 in. •
l Buttline (A/C dimension) 0 in.
"!
_, BALANCE RESOLVING CENTER _
Fuselage Station (A/C dlmension) 265.5 in. _
Waterline (A/C dimension) 208.0 in.
•- ,--' PIVOT CENTER _,.
Fuselage Station (A/C dimension) 265.5 in.?
_. Waterline (A/C dimension) 178.0 in. '_
'" REFERENCE LENGTHS, AREAS, AND VOLUMES
h Model Volume ( used for tunnel
_. blockage correction)
m
:; Fuselage 7.16 cu. ft.
Wing i.i0 cu. ft.
: Nacelles 1.80 cu. ft. .._
"i Empennage .62 cu. ft. :
_" Main Rotor Pylon .89 cu. ft. _
• Cross Sectional Area 1.85 sq. ft.
_ ,.3 Reference Span 7.h72 ft. ;:Reference Chord 1.400 ft. _
_ The tail alone configuration utilized the UTTAS mounting system _.
_- with a strut separation of 38.875 inches. This installation has a pivot
:: center as follows: i_.
_ Fuselage Station (A/C dimension) h52.8 in. _'
Waterline (A/C dimension) 182.0 in. ._
_' Model Volume ,_.
: Empennage and Forebody (T3) .95 cu. ft..:_'?._:
' Forebody (Th) .53 cu. ft.
_ The wind tunnel model was equipped with 163 pressure taps to ii
measure pressure distributions on the right side of the cockpit, cabin, ._
_ transition and tailcone sections, and the main rotor pylon. The taps i
consist of stainless steel tubing bonded flush to the surface and
connected by flexible plastic tubing (Geon) to four hS-tap Scanivalve 'i
units mounted in the forward part of the cabin. L_ch Scanivalve unit _
_° converted the pressure to an electrical signal which was recorded by
STADAS. Only nine lead lines from the model were required for pressure
: readings, and since these lines were enclosed within the strut fairings,
they did not affect model aerodynamic forces. Pressure data were therefore
, acquired during stability test runs without the need for separate pressure
test runs. Components having pressure taps were removed from the model by
_ uncoupling the Scanivalve connectors at the Scanivalve or by removing the j:
: tubing on each component. The locations of the fuselage pressure taps are _.
_,'_ given in Table IV. 5 _.."
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BALANCE DATA ANALYSIS
_ Test Procedure
; ij The RSRA wind tunnel test procedure was arranged to provide data in
i four main areas of interest. These areas consisted of model buildup, wing
i performance, empennage studies, and model component interference effects. :
Model components, including main and tall rotor heads, wing, nacelles,
main rotor pylon, and landing gear, were added to the model individually ;
_; provide incremental effects. Data were taken for a maximum angle of
_ . __tack range of -20 to +25 degrees, and a maximum angle of yaw range of
"_" -+20 degrees. The tunnel was operated at a dynamic pressure of 55 psf
_- (about 130 knots) except for Reynolds number and nacelle thrust studies.
f
" The tunnel balance data were recorded on magnetic tape using the
! STADAS data reduction system, and immediately reduced using the UARL
PDP-6 computer and printed on-llne. The amount of output printed on-line
: was controlled to obtain only those values necessary for data checks.
' These data were monitored during each run and questionable points _run.(
_ Final data were compiled from the tapes on the UNIVAC lll0 computer. The _'
data presented in this report are in full scale parametric form, i.e.,
;_, normalized by the dynamic pressure, q, and in coefficient form, non- !
dimensionalized by q and wing area and chord or span.
¢ In addition to force and moment data, flow visualization studies
.. were made on the aerodynamic model using tufts and oil. Tufts were used
to determine surface flow characteristics on the forward sections, main
rotor pylon, engines, wing, and empennage. Photographs were taken over
• a range of forward flight attitudes. A tuft rake was used to investigate
;. three-dimensional flow around the empenna_p at a low tunnel speed. 0il
_ flow studies were conducted by dissolving lamp black in SAE 30 oil and
pl_cing the solution on critical surface areas of the model. Normal
: tunnel q was then maintained for approximately 5 minutes with the model
': in a fixed flight attitude. After shutdown the model surface could be
:_ photographed to record flow patterns.
_" Flow conditions at the empennage were measured using two types of
velocity measurement apparatus. A total pressure rake was mounted on the
model to survey the flow dynamic pressure. A tri-axial hct wire probe was
mounted behind the model to measure flow dynamic pressure and local flow
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• Data Presentation
Aerodynamic force and moment data have been reduced from encoder
_ values to parametric or coefficient values in the wind axis syst_n, Figure ii,
and coefficient values in the stability axis system. The steps in the data
_ reduction process are listed below:
_ i. Convert encoder forces to forces and moments in units of i
pounds or foot-pounds.
2. Correct forces and moments for start zeros and static
-_ moment variations.
3. Transfer moments to the model resolving center
(Puselage station 309, waterline 223, and buttline 0).
_ h. Correct forces and moments for aerodynamic tare and inter-
_ ferenc _.
5. Compute forces and moments in parametric form by dividing
by dynamic pressure, q, and correct for model scale using
i_ a factor of 36 for forces and 216 for moments.
:_ Data is presented in parametric form throughout this volume and
J in Volume II.
Force and moment data were also computed in wind axis and stability i
axis coefficient form using the following equations:
i WIND AXIS
: CL = L/qS
cD = D/_S
c_- _s_
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_" STABILITY AXIS '_:
_ CLS = CL '_! 'f
CDS = CD cos%U- Cx sin_ /i:
,%
:• %S _ C;W c°s%_- (b/_) Cz sin W _iI
_, C_S = C_f :_
'L[
.! C_s = Cz cos _+ (S/b) C_wsln _u ',':':ii!I _,_
"! Jl CyS = Cy cos_+ CD sin_ "_,_
_I Table Vll has been prepared to assist in the location of data runs _%
• ._ among the plotted data. Only these runs whose data are presented in plotted
: I_ form are listed.
'1;
"- Balance Data Precision
• During the course of the test, data runs were repeated to establish
i the confidence level of the balance data. In addition t, repeated runs, _..,_the static start and end zeros, and data points a_ zero pitch and yaw
i angles provide repeatability information. _ ,
UARL established the static data accuracy for a 95% confidence level
for Phases I & II tests in Referencestl & 2. This information is reproduced in ,_
Table VIII, which also includes the accuracy ranges for tests reported in j_References 3 and 5. Variations due to the flow of compressed air through _,!_'_
' the crossover system from air supply to the balance influenced the
accuracy of powered nacelle balance data, especially the pitching moment
component, While tunnel and nacelle run-ups can reduce the pitching moment
shifts, the shifts do not affect data slopes and the displacement is small
relative to the range of pitching moment measured. _/
Figures 12 and 13 show the data repeatability for all six force and
moment parameters for configurations FPBNp_W7TI0 _ and FPBNpsW7T 2,
i' respectively.
Aerod_mamic Tare and Interference
The force and moment data were corrected for derived tare and
interference effects, since model construction did not provide for model
inversion to generate tare and interference data. To define tare and
I interference (T&I) corrections in the helicopter mode a comparison was
i made between the uncorrected RSRA data and the 1/12 scale 8-67 wind tunnel
i test results (Reference _). 'For lift, side force, roll_ng moment and
1 yawing moment the data were similar and therefore the tare and interference
' 0
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contribution to the data should be relatively insignificant, There was a
:_ measurable change in pitching moment, where the application of T&l's would
. produce a more stable slope, and therefore pitching moment T&l's were
"_ conservatively not applied. Drag tare and interference corrections areJ
significant, and were the only cnes applied to the helicopter data. The
•i' drag T&I was determined by forcing the drag of the Phase I fuselage alone i
configuration at zero angle of attack and yaw equal to the estimated
fuselage drag (3.10 sq. ft.). The shape of the drag T&I curve as a
function of angle of attack and yaw was then developed from the 1/12 scale
S-70 pilot tunnel test results (Reference 3). Fuselage aerodynamic tare
"_._.,_ and interference corrections are shown iz Figure i_.
ii_ For the compound configuration a survey was made of the tare and
:; interference contribution for several compound configurations previously
_' tested by Sikorsky Aircraft. The results of this survey indicated the
_ T&I contribution is similar to that discussed for the helicopter
configuration.
A tare correction corresponding to the force and moments of the
forebody and aft tailcone (Configuration T4_ was applied to the tail alone
:_ data. These tare corrections are presented in Figure 15.
Reynolds Number Effects
The effect of tunnel speed was investigated early in the test to
provide information that led to the selection of a dynamic pressure of
55 psf for normal running. The trend of drag with tunnel speed is shown
in Figure 16a in te_ms of Reynolds number per foot, where a Reynolds
number of 1.28 x lO- corresponds to a dynamic pressure of 55 psf. The
Reynolds number values presented are not corrected for the Large Subsonic
Wind Tunnel turbulence factor which is approximately 1 .l_. The Reynolds
numbers presented herein should be multiplied by the factor prior to any
comparisons with corrected data. Figure 16b shows the effect of Reynolds ,_
numberon lift and drag for compound configurations. Included is the S
effect of leading edge roughness on the wing and tails (grit size i_0). _
Helicopter Buildup and Stability - Final Configuration
Helicopter performance and stability parameters for the final
Phase II configuration, and the component buildup to this configuration, t
are presented in Figures 17 through 29. The RSRA helicopter meets or i
exceeds the pitching moment criteria established for this test of -_0
cu. ft/deg with the 35._ square foot upper horizontal tail.
', Figures 17 a@d 18 show the effect of individual components during I
_ a helicopter buildup. The adlition of the main rotor head and _ylon do
not have a significant impact on longitudinal stability, hut does reduce
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' The par"slte drag of several RSRA components can be evaluated from
the wiz:dtunnel results. To establish incremental drag levels the
measured drag at zero angles of attack and yaw were listed and averaged. ._
Analysis of incremental drag is then possible by subtracting the averaged
: drag for two configurations,one with and the second without the component. ..,
_ Since the drag tare and interferencevalue was derived by adjusting
: the tested fuselage (FT2 - Phase I) drag to an estimated value of 3.10
square feet, the test cannot be used to confirm this value. Modifications
i made to the fuselage and main strut for Phase II testing increased the .
' fuselage drag by 2.61 square feet to 5.71 square feet (based on configur- :
ations FT2, FPBT2 - Phase I, and FPBT2 - Phase II). The source of thisdifference has not been determined. _
The main rotor pylon contributes 2.23 square feet el drag, compare4 ,_ ,_"
to the estlmated value of 1.50 square feet. The tested main and tail
_ rotor heads, do not fully represent the actual RSRA configuration, The main __
: _ rotor head tested and predicted d_-agswere 3.73 and 8.93 square feet,
respectively. The tail rotor head tested and predicted drags were 1.64 and
1.76 square feet. i_,._
'i_oedrag of empennage components was derived from tail alone D/q ' ,: data multiplied by the dynami pressure r tio at the tail surf ce in the
following manner: _ _,
Vertical Tail
([T65BT -(T63Bt- T6_BT)]- BT_c_/q 'i
- .i'
Where qT/q = 0.68 for %he helicopter (_'igure152) "
and = 0.86 for the compound(trim power)
_: This calculation results in vertical tail parasite drag_ of 0.86 and 1.09 i
square feet for the helicopter and compound configurations, respectively,
compared to a predicted value of 0.96 square feet for the unextended
i: vertical tail, or i.i0 square feet for the extended vertical tail. _ }
: The drag of _ach horizontal tail is calculated as above:
' Horizontal Tail Alone _i Component
Tail ....... DraK _T"q , Parasite Dra_
17.2 mq. ft. Upper 0.69 0.97(Compound) 0.67
35.5 _q. ft. Upper 0.72 0.97(Helicopter) 0.70
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; The predicted drag of the original "10 square foot horizontal tail was
1.02 square feet. It should be noted, however, that D _.eof the tail
surfaces tested were exactly as defined for the RSRA; .,efinal tailt"
_ surfaces should have a lower parasite drag. _
7
The effectiveness of the speed brakes is a function of the dynamic i
< pressure in proximity to the tailcone. Detailed measurements in this ,
' region were not taken, although a measure of the helicopter qm/q can be I
i determined from speed brake data from helicopter and tail alofieconfig- :,
urations. These data are presented below.
I
•:.... a ,TailAlone ,Hel_,cppter cJT/cl
_. D/,, T_ 15 2.,' 2.23 1.00 '
35 7.71 7.3h .95
" I _e_'_,l,u_,, 55 14.45 13.39 93 "_
. '_
O
:, 0 20 _FO 6o
J i •
Compound dynamic pressure loss is expected to be higher than that for
= the helicopter.
Figures 19 and 20 present the effect of angle of attack on ia_eral _
and directional characteristics. Figure 19 shows the effect o_" _bo main
,l
rotor pylon on the vertical tail due to positive body attitude. ,_t¢¢= -10
degrees the _awing moment slope is constant at -86 cu ft/deg. A ce<.--0 _"7
degrees the slope is red-ced to -2h cu ft/deg, for -84 _P< 8 degrees, and at
e_= +I0 de@-ees the slope is neutral t_ slightly unstable.
Figures 21 and 22 show the effects of horizontal and vertical tail
incidence, which appear nearly symet_Ical. These data were used in the
calculation of downwash and sidewash angles (see Figure i0).
Figure 23 presents the effects of rudder deflection. The rudder
effectiveness, b_ /_p , is 37 cu ft/deg at _(= 0 degrees. Isolated :".
tail data (Tail ALone) is presented in Figures 2h-29, and includes the .!.
impact of the speed brake,s on drag (Figures 28 and 29). Comparisons with
compound tail alone data may be found in Figures 91 and 92.
ii '.i
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_Chm_soundBuildup and Stability - Final Configuration {
4 The effects of the wing and nacelle wakes on the empennage forced :
z, f t_o-tail solution for the compound to meet a longitudinal stability
criteria used for this test Of -6 cu ft/deg, for the full range of wing "
incidences. The performance and stability parameters for the final
Phase II compound configuration are presented in Figures 30 through 5_.
f
; Critical to the evaluation of compound performance and stability
is the proper assessment of nacelle forces. Provisions were not made to
perforz an isolated calibration of each nacelle, but the t.hrust was measured
with the nacelles installed on the model, both statically and at a dynamic _
pressr_e of 55 psi. The resulting data is shown in Figure 30. On Figure _
30a the measured thrust at q =55 psi has been adjusted by the drag of the
configuration without nacelles, FPBW-T- B , which is 26 4 square feet, or
i Ljproximately J_0_3pounds. The nacelle t_ust presented is therefore the
-r
: net thrust of the nacelle/nacelle fairing system. In this form, the thrust
; at q =55 psi is on a closely comparable base to the static thrust. Actual _
i measured thrust is shown in Figure 30b in terms of the thrust parameter. ;
The thrust produced is s function of wing lift and nacelle fairing _-
!i i c_. ours. Wing/nacelle separation is very important, aud there are _i_
indications that small differences in the internal contours of the nacelle
_ fairing (N _) may have caused flow disturbances to produce nacelle lift at _
r_ a zero nace_leP angl_oof attack. Variation of total lift, for the nacelles "
at an attack of zero, is shown in Figure 30b for the range of fan speeds _ .
"_ tested. _
The effects of the compound component buildup, beyond that of the ,_
helicopter configuraticn, are shown in Figures 31 and 32 for tail off .i;
configurations, an_ 33 and 34 w_th the tail on. Each powered nacelle run ;
_. consisted of 8 "windmill" data point at _= • =•0 degrees, normally taken '_
i_ prior to the data for either "trim thrust" or "maximum thrust," or with
one engine inoperative (OEI). Individual windmill points, when available, ._
_ are shown with solid symbols. The "trim thrust" condition was defined !:
as the fan speed necessary to balance the total drag of the model and
support struts at @(--_--0 degrees. "Windmill" RPM was the fan speed _;.
_. resulting from the force of tunnel air. "Maxim'-,mthrust", 23,000 RPM on
these fans, resulted in a scaled thrust equal to 70% of the actual TF-3h %
_ maximum thrust. OEI corresponds to maximum thrust on the right fan, with _
" the left fan windmilling. Unless otherwise noted on the figures, the nacelle •_
incidence is-3.5 degrees and the cant. angle is zero. 'ALl control' "_.
surface deflections are zero unless noted. ' !_
i_ The drag of several nacelle and nacelle fairing configurations was _
determined. The basic nacelle configuration, Np_ at iN = -3.5 degrees, i_
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nacelle incidence increase the zero angle of attack drag by about 0.3
_ square feet/degree of nacelle incidence. The only fuselage/nacelle fairing
that had less drag was the small airfoil-shaped fairing around the
, powered nacelle air supply pipe (N_). The vented fairing N_ had the same
drag as Nps. Truncation of the trailing edge (Plus venting_ increased drag_ v
by an an additional 3.0 square feet. The breakdown of nacelle, nacelle
' fairing, and windmill drag is not possible using tunnel data, but it can
be estimated analytically. Using coefficients and values from the estimated
: drag, the following nacelle drag breakdown is assumed for configuration
Np5 and Np.
Nacelle Parasite Dra_ .... _
Item - RSRA Design Np5 Np Remarks :_
, Isolate_ TF-3h, sq. ft. 2.00 _.13 3.13 Scale .j.
correction
Support Fairing, sq. ft. 0.6k 0.96 0.13 Size and shape
_ ____ _corrections ,
Interference, sq. ft. 1.7___8 1.7_88 1.33 i
:, _ Sub-Total, sq. ft. k.h2 5.87 4.59
'_ Windmilling Drag, so.. ft. not 3.96 5.96
applicable
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Figure 35 _esents limited tail rotor huh affect data. The tail
"_ rotor huh is the only _o_ponant of the BSRA wind tunnel moael that is,
c by design, not symmetric. Since the data for configurations w_thout the
_ tail rotor are not symmetric, the model component construction _ust not ._
be _netric. Examination ofthe wing showsthat the left wing flap is _ _
slightly warped t_ward, resuBting in deleted stall on the left wing. •:_,
• Early in the test it was determined that the required lift could •'_
:. not be achieved in the landing configuration (15 degree wing incidence). _
Flow visualization identified the source of the reduced lift, and wing _ ':
fences were added to the wing wlth a resultant increase in lift to the _ (
required value. (See Flow Visualization section for further discussion. ) i_
: Additional fence studies were performed at the beginning of Ph,_e II :_
testing, s_ndagain showed the fences were necessary on the model to obtain _i _
- the required lift. At a 15 degree wing incidence, the fences produce a
15% increase in maximum lift without the flaps deflected, and a 24% :
:: increase in maximum lift with the flaps deflected to 30 degrees. _.
Figure 36 presents the effects of wing incidence and angle of _ _
._ attack on lift, drag, and pitching moment for the baseline configuration, _ _
_ with the original ii0 square foot horizontal tail and extended span and _
chord vertical tail. The longitudinal instabilities, with trim thrust _ .
}. on the powered nacelles, are clearly shown in Fig-are 56c. _
: Figures 37 end 38 present the tail off data for the co_pound
,_ configuration at trir_ thrust, while Figures 39 - 41 show similar
information for the co_pound with the final Phase II tail (T_0) installed.
The I_RA has longitudinal stability with this tail for -15 t5 +17 degrees
fuselage angle of attack, except for the -9 degree incidence wing which _
is neutrally stable from +i0 to +15 degrees fuselage angle of attack
and unstable at _igher attitudes. Figure 40a shows direetiona_ stability
for -20 _ +_0 at zero angle of attack. Figure 40b shows directional %
stability for 0°_5 ° for angles of attack from -20° to +ii °, where the ;_
yawing moment increment becomes positive at a wing incidence of zero '_
degrees. Other tested wing incidences remain stable to b_yond +17 degrees. _
Figures 42-44 present additional stability trends.
Nacelle tb_-ust level impacts on all force and moment parameters.
Figures 45 - 49 _ressnt th_se effects versus angle of attack for wing
incidences of -_-, 0-, 7.5-, and 15-, and for the 15 degree wing with B0 _'
degrees of flap deflection, all with the tail off. Figures 50 - 54 present ,-.
similar data versus angle of ys_. Tail on data comparable to Figures 45-49
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The effect of nacelle incidence and cant angle waS investigated
l during the test. As can he seen in Table IX at a zerowing incidence i
a small Sota_ilizing effect is realized _y changing engine Incidence to
":. ! 0
-7 or 0^. However, this effect is _eversea at high _rlng incidence ""
(!W = 15 ). An zncrease to positive engine znczdence C5 ) res_Llts in a
de-stabilizing effect for both wing incidences. The baseline nacelle _:
, inczde_ce of -3.5 yzelds minimum drag wltb a drag penalty of t_ to
I.7 ft- by either increasing or decreasing nacelle inciaence from this point.
_'" Canting the engine tailplpe outboard (_w = "5°) produced a
-:- relatively large de-stabilizing effect along wI_h a reduction in p_T,asite _
drag (see Table X). Inboard cant of the engine tailpipe (_ = +5 ) did ;
_. show a significant improv_nent in stability but also produce_ a significant
drag penalty.
;: _ased on these results an engine cant angle of 0° and incidence
_- of -3.5- were selected as optimum. ,
l "
The nacelles tested on this model were oversized by 25%. The fans
_ that were treed later in the Langley Research Center testing of this <
model permit proper scaling of the nacelles. These were not avMlable i ,-.
_) to Sikorsky Aircraft for the test documented herein. TO get an indication _t of the scale effect, ring nacelles (see Figures 9t - w) were fabricated ¢
: and tested. Results of these runs indicate that a properly scaled ,
nacelle will have a stabilizing pitching moment increment of from -22 to
" -30 cu ft/deg. "-
- The RSRA's slotted flaps worked well on the model, as evidenced _:
i" by Figures 60-65. Additional flap comparisons can be found in Figures 36- :
4h, 45, 54, and 59. Figure 60 shows the effect of flap deflection for :-
" a zero wing incidence. Figure 61 presents the same information in
._ terms of lift-_rag ratio, derived with corrections for powered nacelle r;:_
;" lift and net prop_Gslve force. ..
_' Aileron control power was evaluated for wing incidences of zero
_ and 15 degrees, and at an incidence of 15 degrees with 30 degrees of flaps. <
These data are presented in Figures 66 through 75. i !
Only the right aileron was deflected during the Phase II test, and
the data on the aileron figures are for only right aileron deflections. :
.: TO ohtai'n complete a_rorBft Toll_ng _ument, a_ the rolling moment caused :
By a deflection of the r_ght aileron to the rolling moment for a deflection -_
of the opposite sign t_mes a gearing ratio (If different than I:I). For _
i
" - 'F_OF THE ,_
' REPKODtJCIBILI :,
_ 15 ORIGNAL PAGE ISPOO_ :
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example:
_: Total _/q = (_/q @ _ = i0O) + (_/q @_= -lO°x gearing ratio)
' Figure 66 shows the effect of the empennage on aileron control. While "
:: there are shifts in the rolling moment when the tail is added to the -_i
, model, the change in rolling moment with respect to aileron deflection _
increments (_lql_) remains basical_y unchanged. Since ,!_
should not be affected by the e_annage, the aileron trend runs were _
L_.! made with the tail off. The aileron rolling moment increments are _
i uniform except near positive and negative wing stall, where the dlsy_etry _!
_o-i in wing construction can cause a non-mliform rolling moment. 't_
: The aileron data have been summarized for all conditions tested '_!
:" in Figure 75 in terms of the change in rolling moment from the _= 0 i_;[_
degree case to the deflected aileron cases. The abscissa in Figure 75a .!_ :'
is wing angle of attack which effectively combines the wing incidence and _ _
fuselage angle of attack into one variable. No control reversals exist
for the range of angle of attack tested. Figure 75"oshows the effect of ._. .
right aileron deflection on ys_ing moment. Using this data the aileron _,
, deflection angles that result in adverse or proverse ys_ at each angle of _:'
attack can be determined. The sketch below shows the aileron deflection i_ ',_
angles and angles of attack where adverse and proverse yaw exist, and shows _ _'_,.
those areas where aileron gearing can reverse the sign of _he y_cing moment. _ ,_
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' The effects of tail'incidence were determined for all tail surfaces
to permit the calculation of integrated sidewash and downwash angles,
' and to show any undesirable tail characteristics. So that one horizontal
_r tail did not bias the true characteristics of the other, the lower
• horizontal tails and upper horizontal tails were run separately.
¢
:' Figure 76 shows the characteristics of the lower horizontal tail, -
T61, for ranges of wing incidence and flap deflection. These curves were _-
-,..- usea to derive Figures I03 and 104, discussed later. Similar information
for the compound t_per horizontal tail is . presented in Figure 77, and .",
results in Figure 106. ._-
L
L Figures 78-81 compare the pitching moment contributions of the '_-"
lower and upper horizontal tails. The dashed llne on each of these
.. figures represents the summation of the pitching moment increment between
T41 and T_ and the pitching moment of T- , and should approximate the data ..
"_ zor the co2mplete tail T6n. Good agreeme61t is seen in Figures 78-80, and
the differences between _he _-rived and tested lines appears to be a =_
function of experimental accuracy, not inter-tail interference. Figure 81
does not demonstrate this agreement, but a comparison with other data _
_. indicates that there is probably a data shift in either the T60 or T61
_ data, or possibly both sets of dat%at this wing incidence. '_
Figure 82 shows the effect of vertical tail incidence on yawing _;.
moment for trim and OEI thrust levels. The sidewash trends resulting
from these data are presented later. _
&
'
Only the original ii0 square foot lower horizontal tail was equipped
• with moveable elevators. To obtain an approximation of elevator effects on ;
the family of smaller surfaces, a split flap elevator _as fabricated and .-_.
installed on tail T. (see Figures 9C and 9D). The resulting data are
_,'esented in Figure _0 83. '_
Rudder effectiveness in the compound configuration (Figure 84) is , ,_
j- comparable to that of the helicopter discussed earlier. Rudder data for ._
the isolated tall is presented in Figure 87. _
Figures 85-92 present tail alone data for the compound tail. The _ "
effects of y_ angle for a range of angles of attack are shown in Figure 85, _ _
with the effects of angle of attack on yaw angle shown, in Figure 86. Rudder '_
': performance is presented in Figures 87 and 88, and speed brake drag is _
shown in Figures 89-90. The performance of all "solution" tails is '_:
summarized in Figures 91-92. %'
PAGE : L ' k
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_ _ A limited amount of compound data with the landing gear extended
I was acquired during the test to represent the landing configuration.
,, _ A sampling of this data is shc_n in Figures 92 - 99. The landing
_ gear is shown to impact on the lift, drag, and pitching moment, but some of#) the trends, especially drag, indicate significant tare m d interference
+ _ _ effects due to the gear's proximity tothe main strut. Th,-refore, all
I landing gear data should be used with caution.
Co_ound Nacelle Fairing Configuration Selection
Five basic powered nacelle falrings were studied during this test
;_'"" (Np,N , N., _ , N_). Of these only four are practical for use with
the T_-_4-2P_nginF_. _onfiguration Np, which shows the best stability, is
_" n,)ta practical solution.
The nacelle fairing configuration did not significantly affect
aircraft lift, but does impact on drag and pitching moment. This information
> is presented in Figure i00 for the complete compound configuration with the
original Ii0 square foot tail. Venting the fairing does not affect the
-7 pitching moment slope or drag. The minimum fairing (_7) improved the
+ pitching moment slope by -15 cu ft/deg., but e.tthe exp_nse of 4.6 sq. feet +
:+ of drag. The fairing with the truncated trailing edge (N ) did not affect
_ the pitching moment, but did increase drag by 1.6 sq. fee_8 Of the
_+ fairings tested the existing fairing provides the best overall solution. +
.!
Helicopter and Comp.ound Empennage Downwash and Sidewash
Downwssh and sidewash angles at the empennage may be calculated
using balance data or "directly using velocity or angle data. 0nly limited
velocity data is available for these calculations, and therefore the
• balance data has been used exclusively in the derivation of these angles in
this section.
K
Figure i01 shows the changes in siae_ash angle versus angle of ys_,
and downwash angle versus angle of attack for the helicopter configuration.
The sldewash curve should be symmetric and pass through the origin+.of the
'_ curve. The shift in the curve cannot be explained by reference to tail
+ rotor hub effects _nd therefore it is recommended that the curve be
translated up to the origin. The sidewash characteristics of the
co_ound are similar (FigRre 102) and it is recommended that this curve
also be translated through the origin. Figure 102 shows that the one
engine inoperative (OEI) condition does not have a significant impact on
sidewash angles.
i Q ,
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Figure 103 shows the downwash angles for the compound configuration
for angles of wing incidence and flap deflection. The wing downwash
dominates the downwash trends, and results in a i - ag/_ of .45 for
angles of attack in the range of +- 5 degrees, improving for angles outside
of this range. The d_nwash information found in Figure 103 was replotted
in Figure 104 versus lift coefficient. The use of lift coefficient as
the abscissa tends to collapse the data into one line, but the body and
nacelle contributions to downwash prohibit complete generalization.
_" Installation of the landing gear reduces the downwash angles as shown
in Figure 105.
Figure 106 clearly shows that the compound upper horizontal tail
is not effective at high positive attitudes, _nd is de-stabilizing b_ond
_ = 12° for maz_r combinations of wing and flap angles. The upper
horizontal tail is effective in the angle of attack range of ± 5 degrees
(with I- _G/_ ranging in general from .55 to .70), and can therefore _
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Helicopter and-Oo_ound Empennage Selection '-
A total of 65 empennage configurations were evaluate_ during the _:-
test program. In addition to special configurations for tail alone testing :
and tail flow environment surveys, many combinations of vertical tails, _ I
lower horizontal tails, and upper horizontal tails were assembled and _
_, tested. Representative configurations are shown in Figures 9 and i0. ,_
_" To evaluate the relative merit of each tail surface, an effective- ,!_
; ness coefficient, approximating the stabilizer lift coefficient, was -'__
: defined as a function of the change in pitching moment between tail on ,,
and tail off configurations, the distance from the CG t,o the tail, and the ,._i_i"
i tail area. ,:,_.: "|
". This effectiveness coefficient was then evaluated for general slope
=; characteristics irathe angle of attack range of -+i0 degrees, where tail __ "_
performance at a wing incidence of 0 degrees, is critical. For the latter _ _
case the change in @_ from -lO degrees to + l0 degrees was used for a ....
relative comparison. _ ;,
To isolate individual tail surface effects, tail configurations ....;_
that consisted of only lower horizontal tails or of upper horizontal _
_ tails were used where possible. When necessary combined tail configur- I_'!_ ,_t _
,/, _J
ations were used, but this should have little effect on individual tail ,._,
performance as shown in Figure 79. _i .
/ The ratings presented below illustrate the portions of the airstream _ _'-
at the empennage that provide air at more optimt_n dynamic pressures and _!_''_
, downwash angles. While airfoil construction techniques varied from tail :ii :,,
to tail, variations due to airfoil shape seemed only significa_,_ for the _
upper horizontal tails. ';
The following table shows the effectiveness rating of each lower ":_











_ Lower Hori zontal
; Taii Designation Effect iveness Ratin_
/ (See Table I) (From -i0 ° _o +i0 °) (% of Tall VIII (T61)
_ I .441 to .502 74
" II (.639 )* 99 -_
III .621 to .645 98
t
- IV .647 lO1
V (.526)* 82 ;,
•_, VI •639 99 ':
_. VII .624 97 .,.
:-. VII I(T61) .644 i00 :_
,_ IX •407 63
,, L_,
X •571 89 :
;, XI (. 582)* 90 _
.., XIl .468 73 ';i
_ I] XIII 643 i00 ¢"
xrv . h82 75 _
.: * Based on data with both a lower and upper horizont_l tail. i_
L
" Comparison of ratings for these tails results in consistent trends
. for the effect of span, chord variations, and s.nhedral angle. The above t_"
table shows the selected compound lower tail is among the best of the tail
configurations t-_ted. Span increases from 250 to 300 inches imDroves the
effectiveness by 26%. Examination of Figure 154 shows that the airflow
becomes more uniform for span segments at buttlines in excess of llO inches.
Use of the good flow _n the area of the tail tip can be made by
increasing t_p chord, although the effectiveness of the increase is only
slightly (less than 2%) improved (i.e., the lift increase is nearly
proportional to the stabilizer area increase). Root chord reductions
remove ineffective portions of the stabilizer. The change from tail III to
IV resulted in a 3% improvement in effectiveness. In general chord
extensions over the full tail span degrade effectiveness by .5 to .7
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; L_wer horizontal tail anhedral improves effectiveness by I0 - 11% :
for a i0 anhedral angle. Anhedral has two beneficial effects on the RSRA.
: First_it increases the difference between the wing and stabilizer axes _
_' beyond the existing angle of seveu degrees (resulting from wing dihedral) ;l
_ so that smaller segments of the tail are:.in the adverse flow field
of the wing at aw one angle of attack. Sec6n_ anhedral keeps the tip
i segments of the stabilizer farther from the engine efflux in the flight
attitudes where reduced effectiveness due to wing downwash and engine :
efflux on the inboard tail exist. A_suming that the effects of anhedral
._ _ an_ span are linear, a five degree anhedral angle would save 5% of the :'_
"_ tail area or 5 square feet, if chord were reduced, or 3.5% (3.5 square ;
feet) if span were reduced. '_
:_ Increased size, in general, seems to improve the effectiveness of
.- upper horizontal tails, but construction techniques ms_ be the dominant
item infl, _ncing effectiveness. The small upper tall (T4_) is simply a _"
i/4 inch _ uminum plate with rounded leading edges. This _"airfoil" has il
i poor drag characteristics (see Figure 91b) which enhance its effectiveness _
by increasing the pitching moment. Stall occurs on this "airfoil" at L
-+9 degrees angle of attac_, but because of the high downwssh angle for
' the compound configuration, stall is experienced only for negative angles. 4_:
t !
; The geometrically similar 40, 80, and 120 square foot upper tails _
have aimilar characteristics, with effectiveness increasing about 9% between _
i the 40 and 120 _quaUre foot designs The upper tails with areas between
30 and 36 sqaure feet were fabricated by cutting back the trailing edge
I . and reducing span of the 40 square foot tail. This cut-back increased the
I trailing edge angle and increased the thickness ratio which might be
' responsible for the 30% reduction in effectiveness experienced between
the 30 and hO square foot upper horizontal tails.
Increased span and end plating improved the effectiveness of the
vertical tasl significantly. The effectiveness of each configuration was
compared in the angle of yaw range of + 5 degrees, where tail performance
_ is reduced by large main rotor pylon interference effects, and in the
I range of +-i0 degrees, representing a normal operating range for the tail.
! The 40 inch extension improved the effectiveness by 33% in the -+5
i_ degree range and 11% in the -+I0 degree range. The large improvement in
1 the smaller ys_ range indicates that a major portion of the original
tail is in disturbed air around _ = 0e,but gets into "cleaner" air
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0 modified vertical tails. A further 10 inch extension improves the
_ effectivenessby 8 and 7 percent for the above ranges. Since the effective- r_
ness is only slightly improved by the i0 inch extension at larger yaw .
i angles, the vertical tail m_st be in relatively clean air above waterline S6Q.
The large chord rudder improved effectivenessby 7 percent (for the
' + 5 degree yaw range). Vertical end plates mounted at the tips of the
lower horizontal tail i_proved effectivenessby 16 percent in the range of _
± 5 degrees,but detracted from the effectiveness outside of this range, f_
The ventral fin extension _-3snot effective, and even reduced stability
_ for angles of yaw less than 5 degrees, probably due in part to model strut :
interference.
The horizontal tails contribute to directional stability in i_o
_ ways First, the drag on the horizontals is stabilizing, with the
• extensions of the lower horizontal tails contributing about 8 percent
to vertical stabilizer effectiveness. The upper tails not only provide I_
this increment to stability, but also provide end plating for the vertical I_
tail. These result in an overall improvement in vertical tail effective- ! •
ness of 16 and i0 percent for the -+5 and .± I0 degrees yaw ranges, j ,
respectively, if the area of the upper tail is not included in the vertical _,t
tail area. Unless the upper horizontal tail is needed for longitudinal
stability, end plating would not be an effective means of achieving _
directional stability. Including the upper horizontal tail area as part













i Four methods of flow visualization were used throughout this te_t




_', 3. Tuft Rake ..i .
4. Smoke 2_
"" Oil flow, using a mixture of SAE 30 oil and lamp black, was used i_
ih to show the effects of nacelles and fences on wing flow, as shown in
_ Fig1_res 107- iii.
4
Figure 107 shows the flow separation patterns on the wing surface
for runs with and without the solid nacelles. The adverse effects of the 1
nacelle are apparent, with the formation of vortices on the aft wing surface.
Closing the gap between the fuselage and wing improves the flow, but a
vortex still is present when the nacelles are installed. Landing gear and
" nacelle fairing sp6ilers have little effect on the wing upper surface flow J
Figure 108 shows the flow straightening effects of wing fences. _
Figure 1rig.presents similar flow studies with the powered nacelles _.
, installed in place of the solid nacelles. These photographs show that
the nacelle fairing has an impact on the wing surface flow. The air supp_v
pipe fairing configuration (N_) has little impact on the flow patterns,
but the simulation of the full fairing resulted in flow patterns similar
to those seen in Figure 107. Installation of fences helps to straighten the _ "
flow. Figures i09i and J show the impact of fences located at the flap -'w
mid-span and 5 inches further outboar&. Moving th_ outboard fence to a , ,!.location 7.5 inches inboard of the Aap mid-span fence further impr_;es
te !!Figure ii0 shows the wing flow pattern without fences for the Phase IIwing location with nacelle fairing N_ Fi@ure Ill shows the flow i_prove-:,' ments due to the fences for similar_6_ditlons.Figures 112 - 118 show the nacelle _d wing flow patterns using
tufts. Figure 112 illustrates the flow for wing W, at an incidence of _
15 degrees. Inboard sections of the wing can be seen to stall prior to the
tip sections. Figure 113 shows flow patterns for a zero degree wing
incidence with the nacelles off. The effect of the wing flow on the fuselage
., is _pparent, and shows that an object such as _he nacelles must have an
impact if placed near the upper surface of the wing. The wing stalls more
uniformal_v with the nacelles off. Figure 114 shows the effect of the
nacelles at a zero degree wing incidence.
ek
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Figures ll_ and 116 show the effects of an angle of yaw variat.-'on
with the nacelle off and on. No unusual effects are evident.
Figure ll7 shows the wing flow wit? the powered nacelles installed.
Figures ll8 - 121 illustrate the flow _onditions on the tall surfaces. _,
Figure ]_18shows that the lower horizontal tail stalls about (_= 17.5 degrees,
while Figure I19 shows that the upper horizontal tail does r -'_ stall at _
,..- high positive angles, which is explained by examination of _:" high down-
wash angle at th(.ts_l at those angles (see Figure 106). F'.oares 120
and 121 show similar results. ;
The tuft rake, Figure 122, shows the flow directicns in the vicinity
of the empennage. Areas of high downwash can be seen and the nacelle
fairing vortex flow, quantified in the anemometer testing., appears on the =:
_"akeas blurred tufts (inboard in tuft rows i0 - 13). _
The use of smoke confirmed the flow patters described above. Tunnel
conditions did not permit clear photographs of smoke flow, but basic <
observations are listed below:
i. Good flow around wing except where nacelle interference 1_
I caused inboard flow separation.
2. Flow around the nacelle and nacelle fairing is good.
Flo_ upwssh due to nacelle incidence (iN = -3.5 degrees) was
vis ible. ,!.
3. The d/sturbance from the main rotor head is large and
extends about two feet atove the model.
4. No flow separator vortices could be distinguished. _
.j
5. Upper horizontal tail is in a high downwash field a.*angles ._
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i, SL_FACE PRESSURE DATA ':
Test Procedure
' ' The BSFL_model was instrumented with 163 pressure taps on the right !
side of the aircraft. The press_re taps on the fuselage and main rotor
' pylon were arranged in a matrix form which ].endsitself to crossplotting
and interpolation. J
"/.._ Pressure data were acquired for a limited number of representative i
configurations. The installation of the model and %/.eplacement of ,"
electrical leads for the pressure transducers made it possible to obtain :
: pressure data at the same time as model forces were measured. The use :
of Scanivalves incorporating a pressure transducer allowed on-line data "
processing as well as off-line output. Each static pressure transducer : ,_
, had a range of t 7.5 psi. :i
Data Presentation -_t_ -"
" Pressure data -_ _:
is presented in terms of pressure coefficient where :_:_ _.
PN - POcp -
• %
I'qL_
, The precision of the pressure data was evaluated f,_rconf:.gnarations _}
withouz nacelles at dynamic pressures of 80 and 55 p,_f. For a 95% _':
confidence level, the C_ precision is _+,025 at a dynamic pressure of 4 _.
80 psf based on the ana_ysls of 82 pressures at oc = _ = 0 degrees _ '
on the cockpit section for config_ration FPBTB_. Similarly, the Cp
precision is -+.035 based on the analysis of i_'8pressures at a q = 55 psf
for configurations FPBT, Ft_BT o and FPBWT 2. These tolerances co.are
favorably with those of the YU_-60A tests, Reference B. ',i"
Tables ":Tthrough ](IVpresent surface pressure data for the helicopter
configuration FPBTBT for the following a,_rcraft attitudes:
Table XI _ = 0° _ eL = +_20°
Table XTI _= 0° j _ = + 20°
Table XIII _= -i0°_ _= +-20° ,1 !TableXrV +_ °
Figures 123 - 127 are represents+ire ss_mples of plotted pressure data at
buttline zero _nd waterline 190. Fig_'e 123 i,,eludes the results of
: a potential flow calculation using Computer program Y179 (Referen e 6)' , ¼
_' Tables XV through XVII present surface pressure data for compound
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EMPENNAGE TOTAL PRESSURE DATA
_, The flow at the empennage (fuselage station 664) was surveyed
: during Phase I of the test to determine the dynamic pressure environ-
ment for the vertical tail, and for a range of three horizontal tail
]ocations. The total pressure rake designed to survey the empennage was
attached to the model in place of the tail surfaces as shown in Figure
9i - 9k. The pressure tubes of the rs_kewere .063 hypo connected to a
manometer board in the control room by plastic tuling. Tube locations,
in the full scale coordinate system, are shown in Figure 128. Polaroid
photographs of the manometer board at each test point were taken to obtain
a permanent record of the data.
Empennage total pressure data was acquired for a range of wing
incidences for model configurations FPBW_T^ and FPBN_.W_T_. Variables
i**cluded angle of attack, angle of yaw, _l_p deflect[_n>a_gle, and
nacelle thrust (the latter two at iW = 15 degrees on_y) . Manometer board
photographs, showing tunnel total a_d static pressure, and local empennage
total pressures are shown in Figures 129 through 148. This data can be
converted to a dynamic pressure ratio using the following relationship:
%/ = i+
ocal PS - H _:
where
%
qT/_ is the local dynamic pressure ratio
4!local
?
H is tBe tunnel total pressure !
PS is the tunnel static pressure [i!
HT is the measured total pressure for each _':positl_e tap
The result of thls calculation is presented, for example, in !
•
Figure 149 for configuration FPBNplW_T Q, iw - 0, Trim Thrust, 0e
for a range of angles of attack. -Dy_afaic 9ressure losses near h tailcone
can be seen in thls figure. Also evident is the impact of the Jet efflux
a_ _,= -8 degrees.
The spanvlse integration of the dynamic pressure ratio at each tail
surface location Is used in the simulation of helicopter flight using
"tail alone" and "tail off" balance data. The total pressure ratio,
/q, has been calculated for all RSRA tails. The results are presented
Figures 150 to 152 for each tail surface. The data is presented as
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• ENP_NNAGE _,%_._C_._TER DATA ":
The flow velocity magnitude and angularity were measured in the ,:_
: vicinity of the RSRA horizontal tails with a triaxial hot wire probe g
_" anemometer system. The probe .locationwas remotely controlled with a -_
traversing mechanism which permitted the probe _, be positioned within _
a 30" x 30" vert! al plane located at fuselage station 664 (at sm angle. _
of attack of 0 degrees). For each data condition evaluated, the axial
velocity, the verticcl velocity, and the sidewash velocity were measured
within the traversing grid. All velociW measurements were performed '_
FPBNp5WTTII FPBW7TIIwithout the horizontal tr is (Configurations and ). :}
', Analysis of the resulting data indicated the presence of a :_destabilizing downwash region over a substantial portion of the lower _ _
'. ; horizontal tail. The interfering downwash is created by a strong vortex _
trailing from the Junction of the nacelle pylon and the nacelle body. i'
The strength of the fnterferring vortex did not v ry appreciably as the
.nacelle fairing was modified. .i_
; Flow surveys .without the nacelle and nacelle fairing indicated _ ,
; only minor flow distortion at the lower tail location due t,"wing llft d_ -_ "
._ induced downwash. _'w _ ,_
: Instrumentation _:_
The triaxial hot wire probe, which was used to measl_e the flow _
velocities, contained three orthogonal wire elements. F_ch element had 2_.
AI:EMO._TE_ INSTUMENTATION ,_
.%




'Triaxial Anemometer Computer. _
( , ,
_,_--q REPRODUCIBILrrY OF THE _.i'"
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2
a sensitive wire length of 1.25 _llfmeters and a diameter of five microns. /
• The flow sensitive wlre length was li_ted by gold plating which covered the
end of the wire support prongs and a small segment of each wire end. The
_ plating reduces the interference _,ong the three wires, and between the
support prongs and w-lres. Thls interference is sometimes experienced
"_ in a skewed flow f_eld.
The probe w_res were heated _y .three constant temperature anemo-
: meters. The voltages required to _intaln the constant temperature of the
: wires, a measure of the velocSty normal to each wlre, were passed through ,
signal linearizer9 to a specialized analogue computer, This computer /
circuit transferred the iinearlzed voltages for the three wires from the ,.-
probe coordinate system to the wind tunnel coordinate system. These final ';
_ velocity voltages were then used to drive the velocity ordinate on X-Y "_
_' plotters, The conversion from the probe cooFdinate system to the tunnel
:, coordinate system was required since the probe wire triad formed a 54.7_ '
cone with respect to the tunnel axls system. I
J The traverse mechanism was driven by two ½ horsepower electric '"
motors which vere mounted on the traverse _r_me and operated remotely 1
from the wind tunnel control room. Probe position was monitored by i_ro _ ,_
potentlometers geared to the drive mechanism. The output voltage signals i
from these potentiometers were wire_ _irectly to the plotters recording
the velocities and _sed to drive the position axis.
Test Procedure I _
The instrumentation set-up permitted continuous data acquisition i
as the probe wes traversed parallel to the horizontal tail plane. For _ _'
each model data condltlon(body &ttitude, and nacelle configuration), !
horizontal data sweeps were obtained at various vertical probe :'heights
in order to define the flow con_tions which would be encountered at
different horizontal tail mounting positions. Since the mechanism
was positioned during this test to braverse to the right and up from
fuselage station 209 at zero angle of attack, velocity data below the
fuselage could only be obtained at negative bod_ attitudes.
1976013031-059
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The on-line velocity data was continuously" monitored forI
significant trending information and data quality during acquisition.
As a result of this inspection, it became apparent ths_ the calibration of
; the hot wire el_nents were slowly _rlfting w_th time. Sil_cethe sensitivity
it of hot wire probes is susceptable to drift from oil cohtsmination, and
because the model apparatus showed evidence of surface oil, it was concluded
•_ that the wire calibration shift was probably due to oil film build-up. The
problem was corrected by periodically traversing the probe to a position
outside the model flow _nt_rference area and 1-eadJusting the wire overheat
ratio's until the orlglnal calibrations were matched. The original cali- _
brations were performed by the probe supply vendor. As a result of the
'_ overheat ratio adjustments, slight velocity scaling errors were intro-
duced in the data. For most run conditions, the error does not exceed
: -+5% of q. The flow angularity data was not effected by the calibration
shift.
.-" Additional error msM be introduced by the traverse system and its
support structure. Figure 153 shows the effects of the traverse on lift, _
_ drag, and pitching moment. The effect on drag is significant. The i_
_ anemometer data itself showed a decrease in flow velocity beyond buttline
130, or within 8 inches of the traverse supports.
The velocity data from selected conditions were reduced to yield
' plots of local downwash ( _ ), sidewash (•), and dynmmic pressure
ratio (qT /q) versus full scale buttline. These data are presented in
Figures 154 through 156 • The fuselage stations corresponding to
the data varies slightly with body attitude since the probe was trans-
lated in the horizontal/vertical tunnel axis plane. The probe, however, _
was located at the fuselage station of quarter chord of the baseline lower
horizontal tail at zero degrees of body attitude. .,,
4
A large portion of the on-line data obtained was not reduced due
to the large quantity recorded and the fact that the major trends were _
not substantially altered as nace le fairing configur tions w re chang d. _
The specific run conditions selected for analysis were chosen to
illustrate the major characteristics of the wing-fuseSage-nacelle inter-
ference in the vicinitM of the horizontal tail. The data, reduced to
q_/q, 6 , and 6" , are presented in Figures 154 - 156. In these figures,
s_dewash is positive to the right, and the normal flow, labeled downwash-
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'_ This data consists of Run 527 (FPB_8W7TII at _ = 0°, -5°,
-i0°), Run 528 (FPB_WTTII at _ = -5°) and Run 535 (?PBW7TII at _ =0°,
-5° -i0°). Runs 527 and 535 contrast the flow environment obtained with
and without nacelles while runs 527 and 528 contrast the maximum
* variation in the nacelle interference experienced between the tested
configurations.
The flow interference measured for the no nacalle configuration,
:4 Figure 156, indicates only minor distortion in flow argularity in the
vicinity of the horizontal tail. Furthermore, the downwash which is
present is fairly constant throughout the buttline variation of the
lower baseline stabilizer span and assumes the characteristic " . '
,_ _./6_. associated with wing induced downwash. There is no indication , J,
of discrete vortex flow patterns emlnating from the ui0stream body.
structure. With this flow environment, on]7 minor pitch stability
' washout from the wing induced flow would be expected.
In contrast, the data obtained with the _ nacelle fairing
configuration: presented in Figure 154,displays c_assic vortex inter-
< ference over the inner 50% of the lower horizontal tail position. The
-i, position of the interfering vortex, approximately buttline 60, indicates
"_" " L_ upstream formation at the Junction of the nacelle fairing and nacelle.
; The fact that the vo_tici_ is being shed from the outer end of the
nacelle fairing rather than the root Junction of the pylon and fuselage,
- can also be confirmed from the sense of rotation of the trailing vortex
filament. For negative body attitudes, and zero degrees of wing incidence,
the vcrtex induced velocities are negative on the outboard side of the
vortex core and positive on the inboard wide indicating a clockwise
rotation which is consistant with outboard shedding from the nacelle
pylon. The data exsmlned shows that the waterline location of the _per tail
configurations (360) is above the nacelle fairing interference region.
^InspectioD of the data obtained with _.8 for aagles of attack of
0° -59, and -i0U reveals that the strength of the interfering vortex
increases significantly as the body attitude becomes more nose down.
Because of the vortex location and rotation sense, a large
_ /de_ is pr,sent over the inner 50% of the baseline horizontal
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at -5 ° Data presented in Figure 155 for the Np nacelle pylon configuration ,:bod_r attitude is similar to that obtaAned with the-N_R pylon :_,
and illustrates the consistancy of the interference, despite%u-bstantial
variation in the detailed pylon geometry.
Flow _ta from all of the surveyed nacelle pylons sh_ed large _i i
dynamic pressure increases as the probe entered the nacelle flow region.
Peak d_nssmlcpressures up to 2.2 times the free stream q were measured at the -_
center of the nacelle efflux. _igures 157 - 159 are contour maps of q_/q
for angles of attack of 0°, -5°, and-I0 °. As discussed in the following _
paragraphs, the q variation partially negated t_e flow downwash effects _
and augmented the pitc_ stability when the nacelle flow i_pi_ged . on tl.,e _'_.
lower horizontal stabilizer. ¢
Figures 160 through 162 were constructed from the flow data
obtained w_th the _A nacelle fairing to evaluate the degree of stabilizer
,_:_ lift washout due to _he vortex induced flow generated by the pylon.
Figure 160 shows the true spanwlse angle of attack distribution of the
_ stabilizer at bod_ attltudes of 0° , -5U, and -i0°. Inspection of Figure
_" 160 indicates that two _stinct flow regimes ere experienced by the
i inner and outer portions of the tail. Out,_board, flow interference due to
J wing downwash (_pwash at o_ = -5 and-I0 _) is present. Inboard, .however, i_
severe upflow occurs, further reversing the true angle oi attack gradient _
from that of the geometric stabilizer angle for angles of attack of -5 and ,,;1_
-I0 degrees. For clarity, the planform and position of the baseline
sta_Ii_zer _ noted on the plot. It can be seen that the tapered planform j_
of this stabIi_zer _tk _nbo_rd _rea weighting serves to exaggerate the
adverse pitch stability effect of the nacelle fairing interference. __
Figure 161 illustrates the relative integrated lift of the _
stabilizer as a function of body attitude, Figure 162 shows the relation-
ship between the mean stabilizer downwash ( _ ) and _he stabilizer "
ar_le of attack for negative body attitudes between O- and -I0-, calculated "
from velocity integrations over the baseline lower tail planform. Data
is presented with and without consideration of the q effects from the
nacelle flow. The mean u_wash flow angles were calculated with an area
weighted integration of the flow angularity over the stabilizer span. For
the constant q case, the axial flow was assumed equal to the free stream
velocity; whereas the data with dynamic pressure variations was calculated
with q weighting _ addition to the stabilizer _rea weighting. While both
trend lines indicate increasing _wash between 0_ and-8 _, the effect of
the additional nacelle flow dynami_ pressure is sufficient to eliminate the
net stabilizer lift washout at -I0_. The figure In&icates that approximately
73% of the tail effectiveness (I - _/d_ = .27) is washed out by
wing nacelle interference between 0° and -5°. Included on Figure 162 is
the downwash computed from Phue I balance data, and shows excellent
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The downwsah calculated fzam the anemumeter data does not include '_
, the effects of induced flow generated by the tail. An aa_gonal
downwssh component will be caused by the tail_ tlp vortex and the non-uniform :





















-- t i. The RSRA empennage must he modified to provide the desired stability
levels. The directional stability is best i_proved by increasing
• vertical tail span, since this places the added area in a more optimum
flow environment. Longitudinal stability is improved significantly by
_ increases in lower horizontal tall span. Horizontal tail azLhedral
, improves longitudinal stability. The inboard sections of the tailJ
_.. " tend to degrade stability and therefore area in this region should
:_ _ be minimi z_d.
2. An upper horizontal tall i_proves both direction and longitudinal
: stability and,without an anhedral lower horizontal, is necessary for
stability betveen angles of attack of + 5 degrees.
3. The powered nacelles cause a de-stabillzing pitching moment. Properly
: scaled nacelles will reduce thls effect.
4. The data presented is sufficient to further analyze tail design if
necessary.
_ 5. The baseline nacelle fairing (Nps) had the best overall characteristics -'"LT of those tested.
6. Model d_symmetry has caused some discrepancies in the test data,
especially the rolling moment parameter for angles near wing stall.
_ Recommendat ions
_,_, I. The test data frnm the Langley Research Center testing of this model
_ should be compared with the data presented herein. The pitching
_ moment trend with nacelle slze should be carefully analyzed.
2. The flow behind the nacelle support fairing impacts on tail performance
' and should be further studiad in order to minimize the fairing's
_', impact on the aircraft.
B. Define model disymmetry and e_aluate the res,Alting effects on balance
data.
_. Evaluate data trends with solid, powered, and ring nacelles and
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Figure 108. Wing O11 Flow With Wing Fences Installed - Unpowered.
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Figure Ilia Tail flow environment (concluded) " :)
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